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Aries Imex Ceiling Hung Cubicle 

series attracts the attention of its 

users through design and light 

weighted apperance without 

compromising on its performance. 

In this system, nothing sits on the 

ß oor, Entire weight of the cubicle is 

transfered to the ceiling, supported 

by the box-up Þ xture. If you want to 

have the best in its class aesthetics 

with best in its class functionality, 

Ceiling Hung model is the choice 

for you.











In contemporary world of fashion, 

large frames and bulky designs are 

passe. Today “thin is in”. World over 

designers are lining up slimmer and 

thinner design ideas. we bring to 

you Athena Lite. A revolutionary 

design idea in the league of free 

ß oor system which is lighter, slimmer 

and cleaner. The sleek and clean 

look of Athena Cubicles exude the 

feel of lightness and elegance in 

the restroom, making you stay in 

the area more pleasant.











When a Clean line design is required 

in restrooms, the Titan 18mm Box 

Up model is the most appropriate 

choice. this design eliminates the use 

of top rail as it uses 18mm pilasters 

and doors. Height adjustments are 

hidden inside the stainless-steel 

hinges, locks and hardware. This 

model is popular in stadiums all 

across the world as it is one of the 

sturdiest.











When the ambiance calls for 

elegance, the Titan 12mm 

Box Up model is perfect 

solution. This model comes 

equipped with stainless steel 

made top rail arrangement 

which adds extra streght to 

the system along with the 

breathtaking look & feel.











Perfection in look and perfection in 

functionalityhave made Titan Standard 

model one of the most desired restroom 

cubicle solution in Indian Market. Sleek 

design and mazing ease of mainte-

nance are the hallmark of this model. 

Titan Standard model comes with two 

options of stainless steel made top rails-

the rectangular one and the round one. 

Thae stainless steel made top rails and 

other stainless steel made accessories 

coupled with ß ush closing of door give 

this model extremely elegant look and 

every rich functionality.



















ZMS series one of the unique offerings from

ARIES IMEX as it provides its customer with the best of 

both worlds. It combine breath-taking aesthetics and 

durability. this revolutionary series has changed the way 

restrooms were designe d and is one of he most popular 

model. Available in wide range of designs, textures and 

hues, ZMS series gives the system a clean and lean look 

with extruded powder coated aluminum made top rail. 

The series gives a perfect solution to the customer with-

out stretching in budget and compromising on product 

qualty. For the Zms SS variant, all the major accessories 

are provided in stainless steel.











ARIES IMEX BACK to School Series

ARIES IMEX BACK to School Series have been designed to meet the requirements of all 

age grouo of children in formal education starting from Play School to High School. Spe-

cial considerations on heights, shapes, structures, functions and aesthetics have been 

made as the cubicles should be children friendly. For safety and security, anti Þ nger trap 

mechanism and latch lock cover have been designed for the hinges. Matching colour 

interiors can be created with ARIES IMEX RETSROOM CLADDING, ARIES IMEX Vanity Units 

and Urinal modesty panel, thereby creating a visual effects.







Note: You can always come with your designs with the constrain of dimension and ergonomic 
feasibility. We will make sure they are executed.

















ARIES IMEX Special Range

ARIES IMEX Presents a range  of Locker System. Support Grab System, and 
Urinal Modesty Panels, Our Lockers are made of HPL Compact Panel which 
will give you customised styles and long lasting durability, Our support grab 
bar systems provide streght and are available in various dimensions for 
customisation. The Urinal Modesty Panels, made of HPL Compact laminates 
panels, take care of privacy and offers a diverse range to choose from.
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